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Benefit from great
exchange rates plus…
FREE transfers*
NO commission
NO receiving fees**

Every year thousands of people like you put their trust in
Currencies Direct to move their money overseas. The reason
for this is simple. As well as helping them to make
significant financial savings, Currencies Direct were the UK’s
first independent commercial foreign exchange provider
meaning they have an unparalleled level of experience in
the areas of overseas property and emigration.

*Over £5000       **At many major overseas banks.

Call Currencies Direct for more information

0845 389 3000
bmi@currenciesdirect.com

please quote BRITANNIA MOVERS to get the best rate REMOVALS, STORAGE AND INTERNATIONAL SHIPPING

International
Payment Services



Don’t lose touch…
Currencies Direct have an overseas regular transfer plan

that allows you to take advantage of the same great

rates and service as your main transaction on any regular

transfers. So if you are making or receiving payments

regularly (pensions, mortgages, maintenance, salaries etc.)

just ask for more details.

To get your free information
pack and to find out how
Currencies Direct can save
you money, please complete
your details below:

You do not need to send items overseas
with Britannia Movers International to
take advantage of this service.

Don’t pay more than you have to

0845 389 3000bmi@currenciesdirect.com

Take more of your money with you

Benefits at a glance
� Access to a dedicated dealer
� Great rates
� Free transfers*
� No commission
� No receiving fees at many major overseas banks
� Easy registration process
� Accessible overseas branches
� Timely and accurate payments
� Straightforward solutions
� Complete peace of mind

*On transactions over £5,000

Whether you’re relocating overseas or simply buying

a property abroad Britannia understands that transferring

your finances is often not a top priority. However, it is

potentially one of the most important decisions you’ll make.

When it comes to your money you need to be sure that it is

in safe hands and that is why Britannia are delighted to

introduce you to Currencies Direct who make one simple

promise: 

“To transfer your money, wherever you need it,  whenever

you need it, at the best possible rate – every time.”

Foreign exchange is all Currencies Direct do, which is why

they are so good at it. They deal directly with the currency

markets everyday which means they can offer great rates

that other providers find hard to beat.

�

Affiliate ref: A02097/

Name:

Address:

Telephone:

Email:

Country of interest:

Currency required:

Do you need to arrange regular overseas transfers?

� Yes      � No    (Please tick)

We deal directly with the currency markets
everyday which means that we can offer great
rates that other providers find hard to beat.
Access to a dedicated currency dealer

It’s Currencies Direct’s job to know the markets inside out

and ensure that you get all the help you need to optimise

your transfer. At every stage of the process everything they

do is explained in plain English, and if there’s anything you

don’t understand simply ask. 

Don’t pay any fees

Currencies Direct offer free transfers* and have negotiated

with many major overseas banks to ensure that customers

do not pay any receiving fees.

Complete peace of mind

It is important that you are confident in their ability to

transfer your money safely and securely, so Currencies Direct

encourage you to talk to them before, during and even after

your transaction. They pride themselves on ensuring that all

their clients enjoy a straightforward hassle-free service and

save money in the process.


